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incidence of permanent BPI. It was established more than
50 years ago that permanent injuries decreased by 400% after
the introduction of fetal maneuvers in the 1940s.3 This was
during an era when the cesarean delivery rate was <5%.
Figure 3 demonstrates multiple other studies that have
demonstrated that the incidence of permanent injuries can be
reduced with proper training.
The authors raise a valid point that the cost of simulation may be prohibitive and impractical to train 44,000
providers in the United States who deliver neonates.
However, focusing simulations on incoming obstetrical
trainees and on those who have already experienced a
permanent injury is a good place to start. Training
incoming interns for 12 years demonstrated a 6-fold
decrease in BPIs and a concomitant decrease in permanent
BPI claims.4
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Interventions to decrease complications after
shoulder dystocia: a systematic review and
Bayesian meta-analysis: a response
We appreciate Dr Robert Allen’s and Dr Edith Allen’s interest
in our systematic review and Bayesian meta-analysis of preand postinterventions trials to decrease the complications
associated with shoulder dystocia.1 We disagree with several
statements in their letter.
The increase in the diagnosis of shoulder dystocia, without
a convincing overall reduction in brachial plexus injury, is not
without ill consequences. Aside from being traumatic to both
the mother and clinicians,2 a history of shoulder dystocia may
lead to cesarean deliveries in subsequent pregnancies, with
associated morbidity and mortality.3
Regarding the noted increase in the rate of cesarean delivery before and after the implementation of the intervention, we wrote that “[f]rom the analysis, however, we cannot
establish a causal relationship between the intervention and
the change in the route of delivery.” Nonetheless, clinicians
and policymakers who advocate for shoulder dystocia
training ought to be cognizant of the possibility that the
intervention may unintentionally and unexpectedly increase
the rate of cesarean delivery.
Please note that Figure 3 in our article, does not report on
the “incidence of permanent injury” before and after the
training. The written description for Figure 3 is “[p]roportion

of NBPP [neonatal brachial plexus palsy] per shoulder dystocia
case during pre- and postintervention.” The word permanent
was intentionally not in the descriptor. Subsequently, we
summarized the results of the 2 publications, which followed
children for at least 12 months, and rightly concluded that “[i]
n 2 studies, the persistence of neonatal brachial palsy at 12
months was reported with contradicting conclusions.”
We appreciate Dr Robert Allen’s and Dr Edith Allen’s
acknowledgment that we have a “valid point” that training all
clinicians in the country may be prohibitive and impractical.
However, we are doubtful that their suggestion to focus
training on incoming trainees sufﬁces. The only cluster randomized trial on the topic4 noted no reduction when all
faculty and trainees participated in the simulation.
We do agree with Dr Robert Allen and Dr Edith Allen that
currently there is insufﬁcient evidence for policymakers—
be it at an institution or at a national organization
committee—to recommend simulation and shoulder
dystocia protocols to decrease persistent neonatal brachial
plexus palsy.
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SMFM Consult Series #58: Need for a clear evidence
base to guide expanded use of antenatal
corticosteroids for individuals at risk for late
preterm delivery
TO THE EDITORS: We read with heightened anticipation
the Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM) Consult
Series #58.1 In this timely document, it is acknowledged that
because of the emerging concerns for adverse long-term
neurodevelopmental outcomes in exposed children,2 the
practice of administering late preterm corticosteroids is
controversial and expert guidelines may vary. For example,
support for the administration of late preterm corticosteroids
was included in the European guidelines in 2016 but was
subsequently reconsidered and removed in 2019.
We were therefore surprised that the SMFM #58 elected to
answer the posited question, “Should patients continue to be
offered antenatal late preterm steroids?” by suggesting that
the only uncertainty is the extent to which beneﬁcence will be
experienced (“Given the potential beneﬁt, we recommend
select patients continue to be offered late preterm antenatal
corticosteroids with the understanding of limitations in the
evidence for efﬁcacy to date”). We are concerned about the
underlying assumption that any suggestion of potential efﬁcacy in the face of limited evidence would only be hampered
by an unknown degree of beneﬁt, rather than true equipoise
or harm. In this era of evidence-based medicine, all guidelines
should appropriately acknowledge uncertainty in our profession’s framework of beneﬁcence, nonmaleﬁcence, and
assumption of equipoise. Indeed, there is a growing body of
evidence on the long-term risk among offspring exposed to
antenatal corticosteroids, especially when ultimately delivered
at term.2,3 While awaiting anticipated data from several
trials, we would argue that any recommendations to expand
fetal exposure to antenatal corticosteroids ought not to
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overly rely on shared decision-making as a substitute for
informed decision-making. This would notably concern select
populations excluded from the Antenatal Late Preterm
Steroids (ALPS) trial in which most of the gestations will
deliver after 37 weeks’ gestation (including twin gestations
with a reduction at >14 weeks gestation and gestations
categorized into the overly broad category of fetal anomalies).
The likelihood that clear and unequivocal communication of
largely theoretical long-term and, as yet, poorly deﬁned
neurodevelopmental concerns may occur is about as apt as
our ability to precisely predict spontaneous delivery within
7 days as a condition for treatment.
Sadly enough, the horse may already have left the barn.4
We ardently encourage the SMFM #58 to be reframed and
to reconsider late preterm corticosteroids in patients excluded
from the ALPS trial. It is unprecedented in the current era to
assume that the absence of efﬁcacy data is indicative of
beneﬁcence when the potential for long-term harm has been
experimentally vetted and raised.
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